Ecclesiastical Sanctuary in Thirteenth-Century Welsh Law
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The granting of sanctuary by churches was never solely a matter for ecclesiastics in medieval Europe. By providing partial immunity from legal processes it created problems of law enforcement that concerned secular rulers and lawyers too.¹ The aim of this paper is to show how Welsh jurists of the thirteenth century conceived and treated of sanctuary and its secular legal consequences. Three aspects will be discussed in particular: (1) the inviolability of churches; (2) the exceptions to and restrictions on seeking asylum; and (3) the secular legitimation of churches' sanctuary rights.² Before opening the main discussion, however, it may be helpful to outline the historical and conceptual background of ecclesiastical sanctuary in medieval Wales.

We do not know when Welsh churches first claimed and exercised the power to protect persons seeking refuge from their enemies or their legal obligations. No collections of secular and ecclesiastical law such as illuminate sanctuary elsewhere in early medieval Europe survive from Wales, and our earliest evidence is contained in the Llandaf charters, some of whose references to violation of sanctuary appear to belong to original records dating from the eighth century and later.³ In the late eleventh and early twelfth centuries Welsh hagiographers claimed substantial sanctuary rights for their churches, as did the final editors of the Book of Llandaf.⁴ The territorial protection of saints and their churches was praised by twelfth-century poets⁵ and by Gerald of Wales. Gerald, however, complained that this protection was abused by men who, having fled from the animosity of their princes, then used the churches as based from which to launch attacks of their own.⁶ Other twelfth-century sources confirm Gerald’s view that, in a society of rapidly changing political alliances, sanctuary could promote violence as well as protect people from it.⁷

The origins and development of ecclesiastical sanctuary in Wales are further illuminated by the terms used for it in the lawbooks and other sources. Indeed, to speak of ‘sanctuary’ is misleading if by that is meant the institution recognised by the canon law of Gratian’s Decretum (c. 1140) and later texts. The key Welsh word is nawdd, cognate with Old Irish snádúd and argued to derive from a Celtic root, *snád–, meaning
'protect'. The earliest instances of nawdd in Welsh occur in the purely secular context of battle, where it clearly stands for physical protection or quarter, and this sense continued into the period of the lawbooks. The legal texts, principally in the opening tractate on the court, also attest to a secular concept of nawdd. There each member of the court possesses powers of nawdd 'protection' whose duration or geographical extent varies according to the protector's status. The purpose of this nawdd is not stated and we therefore do not know whether, like the snádud of Early Irish law, it meant 'the power to accord to another person immunity from all legal processes', or simply protection of life and limb for whatever reason. Sparing a person from death certainly appears to be the principal secular meaning of nawdd in the non-legal sources.

The archaic concept of nawdd as a protection bestowed by individuals was attributed by poets to secular rulers as well as to God and His saints. By the end of the eleventh century, and probably much earlier, churches seem however to have transformed nawdd into a territorial concept. The protection of a saint was held to extend permanently over land and churches consecrated to him. Thus Braint Teilo, a document setting forth the privileges of the church of Llandaf, claimed jurisdiction for the church over breakers of its nawdd, both within and outside the llan or church-enclosure. Saints' Lives resemble the Llandaf material in asserting the privilege of refugium, the normal Latin translation of nawdd, in generous territorial terms. Twelfth-century vernacular poetry presents a similar picture, and in addition to the word nawdd used a compound of it, noddfa, 'field of protection', which also occurs in prose texts of the following century, including the lawbooks. Noddfa is almost always used with regard to churches and underlines their success in establishing a territorial concept of nawdd.

When the earliest extant Welsh lawbooks were being written down in the thirteenth century it is very likely that the secular institution of nawdd had been exclusively appropriated by the church, and adapted to an ecclesiastical concept of sanctuary. This concept was embodied in the term refugium, the standard Latin equivalent of nawdd in Welsh law. Refugium was an unusual term for sanctuary in medieval Europe and is attested predominantly in Irish and Welsh sources. These would appear to have derived it from Old Testament accounts of the Levitical civitates refugii, 'cities of refuge', to which those who had killed by accident or in ignorance might flee. Refugium was used to translate the nawdd pertaining to the church of Llandaf in the early twelfth century and, by the middle of the thirteenth, in the Latin texts of Welsh law, rendered secular and ecclesiastical nawdd alike. This may indicate that nawdd in its legal sense had by then become primarily an ecclesiastical attribute. The secular nawdd granted by members of the royal court is barely witnessed.
outside the lawbooks' archaic tractate on the court, and was almost certainly obsolete by the thirteenth century.16

Welsh jurists thus had to come to terms with churches which had established territorial rights of sanctuary in which were fused secular and biblical concepts of protection. In what follows I will concentrate on legal rules contained in lawbooks from Gwynedd in North Wales, principally the Book of Iorwerth, originally compiled during the first half of the thirteenth century and whose oldest manuscripts date from c. 1250. This is one of three main groups of vernacular lawbooks, the other two being the Book of Cyfnerth (deriving in its present form from mid-Wales) and the Book of Blegywryd (from south-west Wales). In addition to these we have five redactions in Latin.19 Although these other lawbooks include statements on churches' rights of sanctuary and some of them are extant in thirteenth-century manuscripts, it is those from Gwynedd – particularly the Book of Iorwerth (containing a unique short tractate on sanctuary)20 and the collection of case law, Llyfry Damweiniau – which provide the most detailed evidence for ecclesiastical nawdd or sanctuary in thirteenth-century Welsh law. Further, comparison of this evidence with the rules in the other lawbooks, as well as with records from the 1260s and 1270s relating to the dioceses of Bangor and St Asaph, strongly suggests that it reflected contemporary concern in Gwynedd with the secular legal consequences of ecclesiastical sanctuary, and was not merely the conservative copying of obsolete law.21

1

The recognition of the inviolability of churches was clearly a prerequisite for their effective provision of sanctuary. Twelfth- and thirteenth-century canon law prescribed spiritual penalties in order to secure restitution for sacrilege, and was reinforced in Wales by the provincial legislation of Canterbury.22 Native law and ecclesiastical practice in North Wales differed somewhat from these canonical norms, however, although the desire to preserve the immunity of churches was no less. The Book of Iorwerth rules that whoever does wrong to a mother-church shall pay fourteen pounds, or seven pounds if the offence takes place in the cemetery. In both instances half of the amount goes to the abbot, provided that he is ordained and educated, and half to the priest and community (clas). Seven pounds was also due for a wrong done in another church, or chapel, to be divided equally between the priest and the parson.23

Versions of this rule occur also in the Book of Cyfnerth, three of the Latin Redactions, and the Book of Blegywryd.24 Their textual relationship is complicated, but here we need only note two points in particular.
The first is that all versions seem to descend from a common archetype which laid down tariffs compensating churches for injuries. In some versions such a payment is termed a dirwy, the normal word for a fine to the king in Welsh law. In this instance, however, dirwy seems to bear the usual meaning of its Old Irish cognate, dire, namely ‘honour-price’. Sacrilege was thus conceived as an injury to the honour of the saint and his church, and indeed iniuria is the word used by one Latin redaction to describe payments to a mother-church and its daughter. This conception would appear to be of pre-thirteenth century, and even of pre-Norman, origin. It occurs in the demonstrably archaic passage of Welsh law on the seven bishop-houses of Dyfed, in which properly ordained abbots are entitled to seven pounds for injury done to them, and invites comparison with provisions in early medieval laws from other parts of Europe, including Ireland. Seven pounds represented considerable compensation in Welsh law: the dirwy or fine to the king amounted to only three pounds, and the rule on sacrilege thus reflects at least the aspiration to, if not the attainment of, high status by churches in Wales.

The second important point to emerge from a comparison of the versions of this rule is that in all texts except that in the Book of Iorwerth the payments are said to come from those taking sanctuary in the church. Rather than upholding the inviolability of churches in general these texts therefore proclaim ecclesiastical jurisdiction over refugees, in clauses which would seem to have been added to the rule as it originally stood. Offences by sanctuary-takers are, however, considered by the Book of Iorwerth in its short tractate on sanctuary. This states that if a person commits an offence to the value of one legal penny in the noddfa or sanctuary-place, and on account of this faces a claim, he is not entitled to protection from the nawdd or sanctuary that he has wronged unless he can renew it in another sanctuary. Similarly, if a person commits an offence while under the protection of relics he may no longer be protected by them. The latter rule is found also in the thirteenth-century compilation of case law, Llyfr y Damweiniau, and is followed by a further statement that someone striking a blow with a weapon while protected by relics loses their protection. The jurists of Gwynedd, then, denied sanctuary to men who committed offences and acts of violence in it, and in this they resembled their canonist contemporaries. The rule in the other lawbooks, however, simply asserts the church’s entitlement to heavy fines from persons who committed offences or, according to some versions, fought while in sanctuary. This rule retains the idea of sacrilege as a wrong to be amended by rendering the appropriate honour-price, as opposed to an abuse of ecclesiastical immunity that ipso facto denied the offender any further protection.

As we have seen, the jurists of thirteenth-century Gwynedd appear to
have distinguished between sacrilege in general and offences in a sanctuary by those taking refuge there. In the former case they reproduced an archaic rule stipulating payments; in the latter they denied further protection to the offenders, although presumably still requiring restitution to the church. We have good evidence that churches in North Wales claimed and received fines or amends for sacrilege in the thirteenth century, although the amounts differ from those of the lawbooks. Thus in the arbitration between Richard, bishop of Bangor, and Llywelyn ap Gruffudd, prince of Gwynedd, in 1261, it was declared that the emenda for sacrilege and fighting in three churches pertained exclusively to the bishop. Witnesses at bishop Anian’s inquest into the episcopal rights of St Asaph in 1274 testified that wrongs committed in churches and cemeteries had been punished by confiscation to the bishop of all the offender’s movables, and two years later the same church complained to the archbishop of Canterbury that Llywelyn claimed the right to punish sacrilege and that the prince kept all the ensuing fines. It was possibly after this letter was written in December 1276 that Goronwy ap Heilyn and his accomplices bound themselves to pay the bishop for the iniuria done by them to the church of Llanarmon. Goronwy himself promised to pay thirty pounds and the others sums of four pounds and one pound. It should be noted that none of these examples refer specifically to sacrilege by persons taking sanctuary. It is possible therefore that the Book of Iorwerth reflected contemporary practice in distinguishing offences by persons in sanctuary from sacrilege by those making no claim to protection from the church.

All the lawbooks agree that the inviolability of churches extended to an area beyond the cemetery. The rule on payments to churches in the Books of Cyfnerth and Blegywryd, and in the Latin redactions, refers to this area as the noddfa, literally ‘field of protection’ but significantly translated in one Latin redaction as villa or ‘township’. The Book of Iorwerth, in its brief tractate on ecclesiastical nawdd, states that the refugee may move about without relics not only in the cemetery but also beyond it, in the corflan, while his beasts may stay with those of the church for as far as they could go and return to their byre again. This provision is strikingly confirmed by Gerald’s observations on sanctuary in major Welsh churches at the end of the twelfth century. The dimensions of the corflan are specified in a subsequent rule as a radius the length of a legal acre (i.e. 120 yards) around the cemetery. The corflan thus extended further than the sixty paces laid down as the maximum immunity of churches in canon law, as must have the noddfa of the other legal texts, and this would suggest that ecclesiastical sanctuary in Wales was comparable, for example, with that set forth by the legislation of the early Irish church or with the chartered sanctuaries of medieval England.
Having defined the territorial extent of sanctuary the tractate then rules on its temporal duration: if a church claims that it may protect a man without his making amends for seven years or longer, and the secular lord opposes this, the church must have lawful witnesses who will uphold that privilege.\(^{41}\)

II

So far we have seen how the jurists sought to defend and to define the inviolability of churches. Next I wish to examine how, in the interests of safeguarding legal obligations and processes, Welsh law tried to limit the taking of sanctuary. The most important material is contained in the short tractate on ecclesiastical sanctuary in the Book of Iorwerth. It opens by denying nawdd from three legal obligations, two of which have just been explained in the preceding tractate on suretyship.\(^{42}\) The first of these, gorfodogaeth, is a kind of criminal suretyship, whereby the gorfodog guarantees the good behaviour of his charge and bears responsibility for any misdeeds that the latter may commit. Earlier, in the section on gorfodogaeth, it is stated that if the gorfodog takes sureties from his charge, in order to ensure compensation for any loss incurred as the result of his duties, then the latter is not entitled to nawdd from the sureties.\(^{43}\) This may be the meaning of the rule in the sanctuary tractate, but more probably it prohibits the gorfodog himself from seeking sanctuary and thereby encouraging lawlessness.

Mechniaeth ‘suretyship’ is the second obligation from which nawdd is denied. This certainly included a debtor trying to avoid paying a debt guaranteed by a surety, for such evasion is explicitly prohibited earlier in the lawbook.\(^{44}\) It may also include a surety who sought nawdd from his obligations. This eventuality is forbidden in a tetrad found in Latin Redaction B, a mid-thirteenth-century lawbook with north Welsh connections.\(^{45}\) The tetrad lists four men for whom there is no refugium anywhere, the last being a non-performing surety. The sentence in fact reads awkwardly, beginning with the words ‘Captivus de fideiussione’ – ‘a captive or slave on account of suretyship’ – followed by the explanation that this is a surety who, not denying his suretyship after the death of his debtor, had not secured the repayment of the debt. While it is evident from other rules of Welsh law that a surety’s obligations did not cease with the debtor’s death, nowhere is it suggested that a surety who failed to fulfil his obligations in such circumstances became a captive or slave.\(^{46}\)

The reference to captivus probably derives from a desire by the author of the text in Redaction B to preserve the last of the four men denied nawdd in the Welsh version of this tetrad, namely the king’s caeth or slave, while proposing a new rule concerning sureties.\(^{47}\) Latin Redaction
E in fact omits the *captivus* at this point and makes better sense. The Welsh version of the tetrad upholds the rights and prerogatives of the king, denying *nawdd* not only to his slave, but also to a breaker of the royal peace, a hostage given voluntarily to the king and a *cwynossog*, 'supper-giver', who fails in his duty to feed the king. The reference to *cwynossog* was clearly obsolete by the thirteenth century, and is replaced by an excommunicate in the Latin version.

Returning to the exceptions to sanctuary in the Book of Iorwerth the most difficult to interpret is the third, *goresgyn*. Sanctuary from *goresgyn* was prohibited because, like *gorfodogaeth* and suretyship, it was acknowledged. What, then, did it mean? The thirteenth-century lawbooks of Gwynedd have no other examples of the word. In the southern Welsh lawbooks *goresgyn*, or its variant *gwersgyn*, are used to denote the acquisition of the possession of land, which could be challenged in an action of *cam weresgyn*, 'false acquisition of possession'. Possibly once a person had accomplished *goresgyn*, and it had thus become acknowledged, he could not seek sanctuary if such an action was brought against him. This would match the maintenance of legal obligations and processes sought by the rest of the triad.

Thus far we have considered outright prohibitions on taking sanctuary. What restrictions were placed, however, on a person who had successfully reached a sanctuary? Firstly, as we have seen, protection could be terminated if the person committed sacrilege. Secondly, according to the Book of Iorwerth, if an offender had taken sanctuary and a claim was lodged against him on account of his unlawful act, the abbots and priests were not to protect the offender until he had made amends. If no claim was made this condition did not apply, but another rule implies that amends should be made within seven years, unless the church had witnesses who would verify its right to grant sanctuary for longer. Thus, as elsewhere in medieval Europe, the principal purpose of ecclesiastical sanctuary in Welsh law was to provide physical protection rather than total immunity from legal claims. This is well illustrated also by a rule in the collection of case law, *Llyfr y Damweiniau*, which states that a traitor who took sanctuary was spared execution although he still lost his patrimony as required by law.

Lastly, the most fundamental limitation proposed by the jurists of thirteenth-century Gwynedd on ecclesiastical sanctuary was its legitimation by the secular ruler. Almost half of the short tractate on ecclesiastical *nawdd* in the Book of Iorwerth affirms that churches' title to sanctuary rights derived from the king or lord. After prohibiting *nawdd* from
gorfodogaeth, suretyship and goresgyn, the passage says that if the clergy claim that they are entitled to give protection in any of these cases, it is the king, who granted the noddfa originally, who must decide whether he gave it to his own detriment. The tractate proceeds to assert the need for royal confirmation of a church’s privileges, stating that each owner of ecclesiastical land must recite its privilege and entitlement to each new king, and if the king consents to the privilege he is to invest the church with its noddfa, ‘sanctuary-place’, and braint, ‘privilege’. It is not clear whether the recitation of charters or other written records is implied here. The tractate’s final rule states that if a church claims the right to protect an offender for seven years or more, and the territorial lord denies that he has granted it this privilege, the church must have lawful witnesses who keep its braint.4 This rule lays down, then, that a church’s privilege, including sanctuary, derived originally from the secular lord and was preserved by witnesses. Possibly it was their testimony which was ‘recited’ in the earlier clauses, in place of or in addition to a written record of the church’s rights.

In the 1260s and 1270s Llywelyn ap Gruffudd clashed with the bishops of Bangor and St Asaph over ecclesiastical liberties.5 Apart from appropriating fines for sacrilege the prince on at least one occasion disputed a church’s right to grant sanctuary. In the text of the arbitration between the prince and the bishop of Bangor in 1261 it is stated that Llywelyn had seized a person in a place alleged by the church to be a refugium. It was agreed that, in order to decide whether this was a locus refugii, trustworthy persons representing both parties should be sent to the disputed place. If it could be proved before them that this was a sanctuary, Llywelyn should make satisfaction; if not, he could rejoice in his prisoner.6 It seems that the trustworthy persons were to hold an inquest, a procedure certainly favoured by the prince and one of his bishops as a means of establishing the rights of one against the other in the 1270s. In 1274 the bishop of St Asaph held an inquest to vindicate his privileges, and in the following year Llywelyn conceded that, if the bishop lacked princely charters confirming those privileges, they should be determined according to the outcome of inquiries by trustworthy persons.7 It is likely, then, that the legal rules prescribing the recitation of a church’s privileges, and their preservation by lawful witnesses, presupposed that this confirmation by the prince would depend on the findings of an inquest.

In conclusion, the treatment of ecclesiastical sanctuary in the legal texts of thirteenth-century Gwynedd differs significantly from that of the other Welsh lawbooks. The latter, in laying down fines to churches from sanctuary-takers, are concerned essentially to proclaim ecclesiastical privilege rather than to confront legal problems resulting from it. The
Welsh version of the tetrad denying nawdd to four men does admittedly set a boundary between the right to grant sanctuary and the rights of the king, but goes no further than that, and in any case includes at least one element that was patently obsolete by the thirteenth century. By contrast, the Book of Iorwerth, in its unique tractate on ecclesiastical nawdd, seeks above all to clarify how the privilege of sanctuary impinges on secular rights and legal obligations. Its definitions of the exceptions to and restrictions on taking sanctuary, as well of the spatial and temporal limits of churches’ inviolability, have a precision and attention to legal procedure lacking in the other Welsh lawbooks, and illustrate once more the greater sophistication of what Professor Dafydd Jenkins has termed the ‘classical law’ by comparison with that of the other legal texts.\(^8\)

Comparison with the record evidence demonstrates, moreover, that the legal problems treated by the classical law on sanctuary were of contemporary relevance in thirteenth-century Gwynedd. In short, it was an interest in the secular implications of ecclesiastical sanctuary which resulted in the most extensive and sophisticated treatment of it in thirteenth-century Welsh law.

APPENDIX

A translation of the short tractate on ecclesiastical sanctuary in the Book of Iorwerth (§71).

From *Llyfr Iorwerth*, ed. A.R. Wiliam, Cardiff, 1960, 43–4. This edition is based on BL Cotton ms. Titus Dii – ms. B in *Ancient Laws and Institutes of Wales*, ed. A. Owen, Record Commission, London, 1841. No significant variations of substance occur between the text of the tractate on sanctuary in ms. B and the texts in the other mss. of the Book of Iorwerth, although this is not so with regard to other tractates and sections of the lawbook.

1. Three things from which sanctuary (nawdd) is not allowed since they are acknowledged: gorfodogaeth and suretyship and goresgyn.

2. If it happens that the Parsons of the church say that they can give nawdd against any one of those three, let it be the responsibility of the king – the man who gave them that sanctuary-place (noddfa) – to proclaim in what form he gave them that noddfa; and if he gave it against himself, let them keep what he gives to them.

3. Every owner of ecclesiastical land is obliged to come to every new king that comes, to declare to him their privilege (braint) and their entitlement (dylyed).

4. And the reason namely that they declare to him is lest the king be deceived.

5. And after they have declared their privilege to him if the king deems that their privilege is in order, let the king invest them with their privilege (braint) and their sanctuary-place (noddfa).

6. If it happens that a man does an unlawful act and from that unlawful act seeks sanctuary (nawdd) and [while he is] in that sanctuary a claim is made against him, the abbots and the priests are not entitled to escort [i.e. protect] him unless he makes amends for the original unlawful act.
7. If it happens that a claim is not made against him, let them escort him for as far as they are entitled to escort him.

8. If it happens that a man commits an offence to the value of a penny [while] in the sanctuary-place (noddfa), and a claim is made against him for the unlawful act that he has committed in the sanctuary-place (noddfa), he is not entitled to the sanctuary (nawdd) against which he committed an offence unless he renews it from another sanctuary [anew in another church.]

9. Whoever takes sanctuary (nawdd) is entitled to proceed in the cemetery and the corflan without relics upon him, and his beasts together with the beasts of the community (clas) and the abbots for as far as they may go and then reach their byre again.

10. If it happens that a man has relics upon him and he commits an offence while under [the protection of] the relics, he is not entitled to have protection (nawdd) or defence from the relics since he has not deserved it.

11. The dimensions of a corflan: the length of a legal acre [i.e. 120 yards] and its head on the cemetery, and that in a circle around the cemetery.

12. If it happens that there is a church which says that it is entitled to maintain a man in its sanctuary-place (noddfa) for seven years without making amends, or a period that is longer, and the lord who is over the territory opposes it on account of this and says that it does not have that privilege from him, the church must have lawful witnesses who will keep that privilege.

13. And if it has them, let it have its privilege without objection; and if it does not have them, let the church escort him as it is best entitled, or let him make amends for the unlawful act which he has committed.
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